PPM

Outage Services/Industrial Shutdowns/Turnarounds

Completely Integrated Maintenance
—for Better Continuity
As a leader in innovative industrial, mechanical, electrical, and civil
construction solutions, MOR PPM (PPM) also provides full-service plant
maintenance and shutdown agreements to help improve continuity.
Your shutdown projects can often be handled within the same agreement,
under the same craft billing rate and equipment rate structure, which can
help you lower costs. This also helps you focus on your upcoming shutdown, and spend less time on contract management.
Markets Served

Reliable from Start to Finish

»  Pulp and paper
»  Chemical
»  Power generation
»  Mining
»  Food processing
»  General manufacturing
»  Petrochemical
»  Pharmaceutical
»  Tire manufacturing

We can manage the entire shutdown from start
to finish, performing mechanical, electrical,
and civil repairs and modifications as needed.
We conduct thorough inspections and tests
to establish mechanical and electrical (M&E)
equipment maintainability, reliability, and
availability. Our tooling team loads all the right
equipment so when your shutdown starts
everything is ready. We offer:

Award-winning Safety
»  Global pulp and paper manufacturer
(2,000,000 safe work hours/no lost-time injury)
»  Southeast power producer
	 (Two Triangle Safety Excellence Awards)
»  North Carolina chemical processing facility
	 (Four years without a recordable injury)
»  U.S. Pulp & Paper Manufacturer
	 (Ten years without a recordable injury)
»  PPM company record
(5,000,000 safe hours/no lost-time injury)
»  Southeast fine paper manufacturer
(3,000,000 safe work hours/no lost-time injury)
»  Southeast power plant
(3,000,000 safe work hours/no lost-time injury)

Planned for Your Priorities
Our integrated nested maintenance and
outage services help enhance your facility’s
profitability by making the most productive
use of on-site equipment and craft workers.
In our nested contracts, we identify
maintenance issues that could affect plant
availability. Because turnarounds and
shutdowns can represent the most significant
portion of your plant’s yearly maintenance,
we’ll work with you to outline and plan them
based on your priorities.

»   On-site facilities maintenance team
managers to focus on client communication
»   Installation and repair/replacement of
M&E equipment
»   Assistance with the planning and scheduling
before and during
»   Outage work varying from one-day
machine-specific outages to several-week
cold outages
»   Preventive plant maintenance repair
»   Emergency response to equipment
breakdowns 24/7/365

We then work with plant engineers to set
budget and manpower loading plans and
develop an integrated schedule.
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